Elsa is at the entrance of the zoo. She walks toward the ____________ and comes across the ducks waddling in the pond. Elsa strolls further north and there she meets the hungry ______________. She turns ____________ to have a look at the twin lions. Walking toward the ____________, Elsa watches Momma Deer and her fawn at play. She then remembers the elephants and quickly heads toward the ______________. Elsa looks at the ______________ in the north and the ______________ in the south and then she finally bids the animals a goodbye and returns home happily.

A Trip to the Zoo

Study the zoo plan carefully. Label the compass on the map and complete the passage.

KEY

Elephant
Lion
Giraffe
Crocodile
Duck
Deer

Name: __________________________
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Elsa is at the entrance of the zoo. She walks toward the **north** and comes across the ducks waddling in the pond. Elsa strolls further north and there she meets the hungry **crocodiles**. She turns **west** to have a look at the twin lions. Walking toward the **south**, Elsa watches Momma Deer and her fawn at play. She then remembers the elephants and quickly heads toward the **east**. Elsa looks at the **giraffes** in the north and the **elephants** in the south and then she finally bids the animals a goodbye and returns home happily.